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Perform Hulk Floor Cleaner is an all-purpose cleaner that combines high cleaning ability with mild treatment. Perform Hulk Floor 
Cleaner is suitable for all types of cleaning, from daily cleaning to heavy duty cleaning. Perform Hulk Floor Cleaner effectively 
dissolves water-soluble dirt and stains of mineral and synthetic oil, soot and grease. Perform Hulk Floor Cleaner is pH-buffered, 
meaning that it retains its pH value although the dirty wash water should lower the pH. It makes Perform Hulk Floor Cleaner more 
efficient and more cost effective because the correct pH is an important factor in the washing process. Perform Hulk Floor 
Cleaner is suitable for all water resistant floors and surfaces. 

Perform Hulk Floor Cleaner picks up the dirt from the surfaces pores. If you have problems with foaming when using an 
auto-scrubber, just put  1-2 cups of Perform Anti-foam in the waste water tank. For spot cleaning, rinse the surface with water 
after treatment. Perform Hulk Floor Cleaner is a member of the Perform Floor-Recond System.  

Example: 
New stone surfaces, concrete and linoleum floors etc. Cleaning after construction, with Perform Hulk Floor Cleaner according to 
the dosage for daily cleaning - Let the floor dry completely and protect with Perform Stone Gloss or 
Perform Stone Soap Special - The Original according to the label on the product.   

Older stone, concrete and linoleum flooring etc. Apply Perform Hulk Floor Cleaner according the dosage for heavy duty cleaning 
use an auto-scrubber or a singledisc-scrubber and a suitable scouring pad or brush. Rinse the floor with clean water and let the 
floor dry completely and protect with Perform Stone Gloss or Perform Stone Soap Special - The Original according to the label on 
the product.   

MSDS is available for professional users on our website: www.ajourtrading.com or scan QR-code.
pH approx. 9.5 in concentrate. Store this product frost-free. 
This product is manufactured in Sweden according to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001.  

Recommended dosage:
Daily cleaning:               0.25 to 0.5 dl to 10 litres water 
Mechanical cleaning:     0.25 to 0.5 dl to 10 litres water 
Mopping:                        0.25 to 0.5 dl to 10 litres water 
Heavy duty cleaning:                  1-5 dl to10 litres water 
Spot Cleaning:                       5 - 10 dl to 10 litres water

1 litre pack         Item code: 02-201E
12 x 1 litre per carton
40 x 12 x 1 litres per pallet (480 litres)

5 litre pack         Item code: 02-202E
3 x 5 litres per carton
48 x 3 x 5 litres per pallet (720 litres)

25 litre canister  Item code: 02-203E
24 x 25 litres per pallet (600 litres)
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Perform Hulk Floor Cleaner is 
suitable for all types of cleaning, from 
daily cleaning to heavy duty cleaning. 
Perform Hulk Floor Cleaner effectively 

dissolves water-soluble dirt and stains of 
mineral and synthetic oil, soot and grease. 
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Effective all-purpose cleaner with 
high cleaning ability
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Maintenance products for professional use.
The series sold sold by our resellers. Go to our website 
for more information about our products and
where to buy them.


